Host Steve says:
EPISODE 16 - THE EYE OF THE STORM

Host Steve says:
THE USS LEGACY HAS FIRED ON THE CLAYMORE AND STARBASE 375, CRIPPLING THE STATION, AND HAS FLED, HEADING TOWARD DESTONATION UNKNOWN.  THE USS CLAYMORE IS IN PURSUIT, WITH ORDERS TO BRING HER BACK, NO MATTER THE COST

Host Steve says:
-@-@-@-@- BEGIN EPISODE 16 -@-@-@-@-

CSO_Rillian says:
@::At the doors cargo bay getting ready to exit into the hallway::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ Rillian: Ready to go?

TO_Booker says:
::On the bridge at TAC 2::

CO_Torbin says:
::Exits RR onto the bridge and is NOT in a good mood::

CSO_Rillian says:
@CEO: As ready as I'll be.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Holding his tool kit with the phasers inside::

FCO_TShara says:
::Checking navigational sensors.::

CMO_Endo says:
::In sickbay receiving maimed ones::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Smiles and steps towards the door and it opens onto the empty hallways::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Working on the SCI to get the sensors to stabilize::

OPS_NVret says:
::At OPS::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::In sick bay helping if she can:::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Sits in the Ready Room of the Legacy, reading through some stuff::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Checks TAC1 station::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ Rillian: This way.. ::Heads to TurboLift::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Heads out into the hallway at Caleb's side::

CMO_Endo says:
::A patient dies... no one notices...::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Nods and keeps pace::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Incoming  Yellow tag Doc...  1st and 2nd degree burns 15 % of body.....

XO_Hall says:
::Walks over to Lt. Anthony::  SO:  How are things Lt.?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ Rillian: Do we even know who we are dealing with?

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::standing on the bridge and making a few last checks on a series of diagnostic::

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: All right, put him on that bed over there ::points to where someone just died::

CO_Torbin says:
::Sits down in his chair a permanent scowl etched on his face::  FCO: ETA until intercept?

CSO_Rillian says:
@CEO: The XO of the Thunderchild said that they thought Ryan was associated with a group called the Storm.  I don't know much about them.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: Let's leave intensive care open for more serious injuries

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Enters the TL::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Makes sure they’re moved to the morgue and the new one is placed on  the bed::

CMO_Endo says:
::Rolls the dead guy off the biobed::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ Rillian:  The Storm.. sounds corny.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Looks up at the XO:: XO: Sir the port side sensors are only at 50 % as of now. Until the repair crews get that hole fixed we have a blind spot there.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: Rapid incoming warp signature.  Traveling at warp 8.  Its a Federation signal..

CO_Torbin says:
CTO: I'm hoping that is our reinforcements.  Can you determine class?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:   The  Red tags are slowing down and more yellow tags are coming in.  The black tags are currently being taken to the  cargo bay for now until they can be dealt with.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Gets to TL::  Rillian: Go right to Engineering, or to that deck and walk?

TO_Booker says:
Beta: All beta meet me in my room.

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Checking ETA now sir.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Looking over status reports, oblivious to nearing everything::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: Checking, Sir.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Looks over at the SO and then back at the console, tapping in a few readings to a padd::

CMO_Endo says:
::Starts working on the new patient::

XO_Hall says:
::Looks around::  SO:  Have you tried boosting sensor power to the port sensors?

OPS_NVret says:
CO: Sir, I've established bypasses throughout our energy relay system.  The new transfer pathways are unstable at best.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Checks to see what class vessel are approaching maybe even to ID them::

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: At least things seem to be steadying out.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Leans against the TL Wall:: CEO: Do you think it would be a good idea if I made my way to ME using the JT, Caleb?

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: Are there any uncovered red tags?

CO_Torbin says:
OPS: Noted.

TO_Booker says:
CTO: I getting ready for what is coming so beta team IS going to meet me in my room sir!

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  At least the flood is over.  All that is left is the yellows and the black removals. ::Sighs::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Goes back to work::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Finishes the readings:: XO: I am returning to engineering if my assistance is not required here..

FCO_TShara says:
CO:  ETA unknown sir the Legacy is moving at warp 8 and with only partial main power it will be hard to intercept.

CMO_Endo says:
::Gives his patient some Dermaline gel and heads to the next one:: CIV: After this comes the sad part of our job ::frowns::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
TO: did you report to Sickbay for that physical?

FCO_TShara says:
::Continues checking navigational sensors.::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO: Team 4 said they have some probable  red tags coming in but they are being extracted at the moment should be here soon.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ Rillian: How about this. I go to ME, and you go to Probe bay and see if you can launch a message buoy.. We'll keep our comm-badges on a secure frequency.

XO_Hall says:
AEO:  If you wish to stay on the bridge, you can assist Lt. Anthony with the Port sensors.

CO_Torbin says:
::Nods to FCO::  *Engineering* Torbin to Engineering.  I need more power to the warp engines and now would be a good time for it..

TO_Booker says:
CTO: I do that, now.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Not my job, yours.  I  don’t like cleaning up the messes after wards.  But I will help you with the paperwork.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: How many free Docs are there?

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
TO:  Good

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: Thanks... ::Tries to manage a smile::

OPS_NVret says:
::Over hears the CO's order and checks the board::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Nods:: CEO: Sounds good to me.  ::Steps out of the TL:: I'll meet you in ME when I'm done.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: No more information on the contact.. Maybe we should try and hail them?

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Closes down the station and turns:: XO: If I wish? ::pauses:: my services are required at the damage site.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Best guess?  Four,  the rest are  already busy  or patients themselves

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THREE VESSELS SLOW TO MATCH PACE WITH THE CLAYMORE - TWO NORWAY CLASS CRUISERS AND A SINGLE VESSEL, EASILY THE SIZE OF THE CLAYMORE, IF NOT LARGER.  THE REGISTRY NX-45001 IS TRACED ACROSS HER FOREDECK, UNDER IT THE NAME "USS DAEDELUS"

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ Rillian: Good Luck... ::Smiles::  I mean it, Kalyn.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: Will that be enough to receive the reds?

XO_Hall says:
SO:  Lt?  Did you hear me?  I asked if you tried boosting the power to the port sensors.

CO_Torbin says:
CTO: Do it.

CSO_Rillian says:
@CEO: Thanks.  You too, Caleb.  Oh....I need my phaser before you take off.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Heads for the turbolift::

TO_Booker says:
::Starts to TL:: TL: Sickbay :: get to sickbay:: CMO: CTO sent my for a physical.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: Sir, two of the ship are Norway class...other ship is unknown.. USS Daedelus...NX-45001

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
;:Grabs a tool out of the case to calibrate and focus the sensors relays::

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Ummm... now isn't exactly the best time ::gives a hypo to his patient::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ Rillian:  Here you go.. be safe.  ::Hands phaser::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  It will have to be... you have to decide if  they are too far gone to  spend the time fixing.  Now that is the hardest job.  I just make sure you get them that decision is yours ::  checks are 2 more yellows and a red comes in ::

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Can you come back tomorrow?

CO_Torbin says:
::Experimental?  Lovely..::  CTO: Can you determine which ship seems to be the command ship?

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Nods:: CEO: I'll try.  You come back in one piece too.  I make a lousy medic. ::Grins and takes off down the hall, after grabbing the phaser from Tyfair::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: Norway class vessel are the USS John Paul Jones.. and USS Reuban James...

CMO_Endo says:
::Moves over to the red and surveys the injuries::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: I would assume it is us.  ::wicked grin::

OPS_NVret says:
::Notes that all departments are making demands on the fragile power grid::  CO: Sir, which operational systems do you wish to prioritize? Too many departments are drawing power.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  If he comes here, I'd prefer  working some place else.

TO_Booker says:
CMO: No, I can not do my duty.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@  ::Smiles after Kalyn as the doors close::  Computer: Main Engineering.

CMO_Endo says:
TO: There are people dying all around us.

XO_Hall says:
::Going to say something again to the SO but walks away and joins the CO and sits down in the XO chair::

CO_Torbin says:
::Rolls eyes::  CTO: Hail the Daedelus then.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Can you just wait then? Until things die down a bit?

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Heads to the probe bay scanning it with her tricorder for life signs::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
COM:  Daedelus: This is the USS Claymore Hailing the USS Daedelus please respond

OPS_NVret says:
::Notes a red flashing light on the OPS board::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Continues reading::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Heads off away to treat the yellows::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Stands back up and looks at the console again. only a 5% increase in forward and starboard sensors, 3% in aft:: To Self: That will have to do for now.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Takes the TL to the deck with the damage and enters the area::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Steels himself as the TL gets to Main Engineering::  Self: Here goes nothing...

FCO_TShara says:
::Engages warp engines to Warp 4.::

TO_Booker says:
CMO: If you explain that to the CTO that I can do my duty, I will be gone, Sir!

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Noting that it is empty, heads inside and heads over to a communications relay probe::

CO_Torbin says:
::Makes note to check with the SO regarding sensors after he deals with the other CO’s::

CMO_Endo says:
TO: I cannot give you your physical right now.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::REB and keep mouth shut and stays out of it she likes where she is at::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Steps out of the TL and quickly makes his way to an auxiliary station, one he knows he can bypass a lot of security lock outs to get information from::

FCO_TShara says:
CO: We have partial warp engines we are currently at Warp 4 and slowly rising with repairs, Sir.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Keeps a mental note of Caleb as she works::

CMO_Endo says:
::Puts the red on a respirator::

CO_Torbin says:
FCO: Noted. Continue to increase speed as it becomes available

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
COM: USS Daedelus: This is the Federation Starship Claymore hailing the USS Daedelus, Please Respond

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

TO_Booker says:
CMO: Talk to the CTO.  Tell him that I'm good for duty and I will be gone, Sir.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Using deep tissue  regenerator treats the burns of a yellow::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Stands before the primary hull lateral sensor grid relay controls::  *SO*: please monitor your bridge station. I am about to effect repairs.

CMO_Endo says:
*CTO*: You idiot! Why did you send your TO down here?

Host Steve says:
<Daedelus>  COM: Claymore:  This is Captain Mitchell; 10th Fleet strike force here to assist

FCO_TShara says:
::Monitors warp engines and maintains current intercept heading.::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
*AEO*: Aye. Monitor, now.

OPS_NVret says:
Engineering: The secondary port EPS relay is out of tolerances by 15% percent.  Please correct this issue at once.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Hears the CMO and cringes, mumbles::  Not good.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Programs the probe to track the location of the Legacy and relay the position to any Federation starship except the Legacy.  Programming it not to begin transmissions until the Legacy is out of communications space::

CMO_Endo says:
*CTO*: We're swamped with casualties and you want me to give Ensign Booker a PHYSICAL?

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Reroute call to speaker::  CO: Daedelus is responding on speakers, Sir.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@  ::Puts the tool kit by his feet and brings up a ship status overlay to the console, trying to figure out what is going on, and who is where::

CO_Torbin says:
::Cracks a grin::  COM: Daedelus: Brad, is that you?  And what in the name of the prophets are you in command of now?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Changes instruments  and starts removing debris from  the wounds::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Replaces the primary sensor pallet #6 and powers up the sensor unit:: *SO*: verify. Low-level thermal scans..

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Begins to monitor the AEO's work::

Host Steve says:
<Mitchell>  COM: Claymore:  I wish I could say Captain..........understand you need a little help

CMO_Endo says:
*CTO*: He's fit for duty sir, take him back.  Preferably before I get really angry

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
*AEO*: Confirmed.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Finishes programming the probe communications and begins to key in a launch sequence.  Trying to configure it so as to mask it's launch::

FCO_TShara says:
::Continues monitoring the gradual progress of the warp engines and notices we are at Warp 6.::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Mumbles::  I think deck him  is more like it. ::Slight grin::

CO_Torbin says:
::Bloody Intel types, all the bloody same::  COM: Daedelus: Always a master of the understatement.  How well were you briefed?

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*CMO*: Lt I suggest you watch your Language when you address a Senior Officer, MR.  I sent him down for a physical.  He will remain down there till you give him one. and I suggest you never ever ever address me like that AGAIN, LT.

Host Steve says:
<Mitchell>  COM: Claymore:  Understand you took a beating and that the Legacy has been stolen

CMO_Endo says:
TO: You're free to go

AEO_Thumbelina says:
*SO*: Relay to bridge confirmed. Pallet #5 is replaced.   Verify graviton flux spectrometer.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> *Neeson* Sir... we have an unauthorized access occurring in main engineering.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Launches the programmed probe::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*CMO*:  Is that UNDER STOOD LT?

TO_Booker says:
::Goes to his room and see that all beta team is there ::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> *Neeson* Sir, a probe is being launched.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE PROBE DROPS AWAY FROM THE LEGACY

CMO_Endo says:
*CTO*: Fine, SIR.  But he's going back to you, SIR

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Looks up, mumbling: "What the..?" *Lt. Jackon* Get to the bottom of it immediately. *Lt. Jefferies* I'll be right there.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*TO*: Remain in sickbay till your physical is finished.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Something catches his eye::  Self:  Uh oh.. damn new security protocols...

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Exits onto the bridge:: Jefferies: Care to restate that?

CO_Torbin says:
::Motions for the XO to see what the heck the CTO is yelling about::  COM: Claymore: You would be right on both counts  and in our current condition, there isn't much of a chance of us standing up to them, limited crew or not..

CMO_Endo says:
*CTO*: He's in the way, SIR.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
*AEO*: I have no response on that grid.

Host Steve says:
<mitchell>  COM: Claymore:  That's why we're here Captain

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Heads out of the probe bay post haste and to the JT, not getting a good feeling about this but not about to stick around to see why::

CMO_Endo says:
*CTO*: You can kill someone inadvertently by doing this, SIR.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> ::Looking at his console:: Neeson: A probe was launched, Sir.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@  ::Changes tactics and before they lock him out creates a user profile that he'll be able to access anywhere in the ship with reasonable security access.

TO_Booker says:
*CTO*: Yes, Sir.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Eyes the relay, and replaces a isochip to the power distribution controller:: *SO*: Try again.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Jefferies: Get a team down  to the probe bay. ::Wonders what exactly is going on::

CMO_Endo says:
*CTO*: I strongly suggest you reconsider, SIR

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Quickly walks past  the CMO to get a scanner::  CMO:  And you wonder why I got in trouble? ::under her breath, returns to her patient::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Enters the JT heading toward ME::

XO_Hall says:
::Turns and gets up walking over to the CTO with a some what stern look on his face::  CTO: Is there a problem, Commander?

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*CMO*: its not up for debate LT. you will give the TO a physical when you finish with the casualties. Commander Roth out.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Quickly logs off and heads out of Engineering, calmly, thinking of places to go::

CO_Torbin says:
COMM: Daedelus: So just how powerful is that experimental vessel you happen to be commanding?  ::Mentally ticking off specs on Norway class ships::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Working at his console:: Neeson: Attempting to lock out whoever is accessing our files.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I applaud your actions of that day now that I understand.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
XO: I hope not any more, Sir. Seems the CMO feels he can address senior officers in what ever language he feels like and ignore orders.

Host Steve says:
<Mitchell>  COM: Claymore:  she packs a wallup, Captain.

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Sir we are picking up a directional beacon coming from near the Briar Patch it looks to be from the Legacy.

CMO_Endo says:
TO: I don't care what your superior said, you're going to have to wait outside

TO_Booker says:
::Stops at the door of sickbay::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ Self: Power Conduits.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Nods at Jackson, not liking this at all:: Jefferies: Find out if anyone else joined us that shouldn't have.

CSO_Rillian says:
@<w>*CEO*: I'm currently in the JT. The probe was launched.  What is your position?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Grin on faces works away not saying a word staying away from the TO::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::looks over at the Commander::  Someone is here.............::looks toward the ceiling::  We've been boarded

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Jackson: Look over the Engineering files.  If you find anything, a virus, etc. that shouldn't be there. get RID of it.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Checking to make sure he's alone heads for the nearest power junction::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Looks at Ryan:: Rillian: What?

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: That CTO...

CO_Torbin says:
::Thinks Brad's human side must be showing through::  COMM: Daedelus: I hope enough of one to get the shields on that ship down.  My current plan calls for two-pronged assault via away teams from my ship and your strike force..

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Ryan: By whom?!?

CO_Torbin says:
FCO: Noted..

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ *Rillian* ::Whispering:: Kalyn.. get to a power conduit. As close as you can, the interference will mask our bio-signatures.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I'm going to have to bring HIM in here for a physical soon

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Begins looking through all the Engineering files. Comparing the old ones to the most recent ones::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::shrugs::  CMO:  I’m staying out of it.  I want to stay on this ship.

TO_Booker says:
::Wait outside sickbay::

CO_Torbin says:
::Why would the Legacy leave a directional probe?::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  XO:  I don’t know how she did it..........My sister is aboard............I feel her presence.....

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Heh.  I would recommend using the frozen rectal probes.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
XO_Hall: I have a signal coming from the direction of the Briar Patch. Its a Legacy probe..

CSO_Rillian says:
@<w>*CEO*: On my way. ::Changes directions to the conduit.::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Ryan: Your sister? The one from the Claymore? ::Sighs:: Great.

XO_Hall says:
CTO:  ::Raises and eye brow::  Sounds like you think you can just use loud tones on the bridge of a starship.  I would like to think you know better.  I will have a talk with the doctor about protocol but please keep a low tone on the bridge especially with the Captain is talking.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::practically dives into a JT crawling along quickly towards a power junction::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Ryan: I need you to find her, and whomever she may have brought with her.

CMO_Endo says:
::Looks down and notices his little screw ups::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  Neeson:  permission to apprehend her....

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Replaces the main unit to the lower wide angle active EM scanner and powers it up..

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: Tactical officers...

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
XO: Sorry, sir.  I had no idea I raised my voice.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Finds her way toward the nearest power junction.  Checking her phaser::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Ryan: Permission granted. ::Pauses:: If it comes to it. You know what you have to do.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: They care for nothing but their shiny phasers.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ *Rillian* ::W::  They found out I was accessing the computers.. We need to lay low and rethink our tactics.

OPS_NVret says:
::Expecting to enter the Briar Patch, N'Vret begins to secure the ship's energy systems the best he can...it is an inexact science::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  Neeson:  understood  ::motions to two sec officers, and grabs a phaser, setting it to heavy stun (3)::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Turns to looks to see if the XO heard him or not::

CO_Torbin says:
::Oh well, might as well go find out::  COMM: Daedelus: We have picked up a directional beacon from the Briar Patch that appears to be a probe from the Legacy.   We are changing course now. ::motions for the FCO to change course as necessary::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Shakes his head, mumbling::  Starfleet.

CSO_Rillian says:
@*CEO*: If you have any suggestion, please, let me know.

TO_Booker says:
*CTO*: Sir can I do this later, if it ok, sir?

CMO_Endo says:
::Finishes his patient and moves on to the next::

XO_Hall says:
::turns to SO::  Confirmed?  ::thinks Kaly and then the briar Patch::  CO:  Sir, we are picking up a probe from the Legacy.  It is near the briar patch.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Continuing to work at the console, comparing the oldest files with the newer ones, finds a newer file that was added in. Opens it::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  hey...  I’m staying out of it..  I prefer spending my evenings with the Captain then back on Bajor with a womprat for company, thank you .  ::Sends her patient  to  recoup in what once was their quarters::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*TO*: Negative Not till the physical is done.  You’re relieved of duty.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Gets to the power junction, seals the JT ports and alters the power flow by ,003 to cover his bio-signature, and not set off an engineer alarm.::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Tentatively reaches out sensing for Ryan.  Trying not to make him aware of her presence and realizes he already knows::

FCO_TShara says:
::Nods to the CO and changes course heading to the Briar Patch and engages engines.::

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I understand.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Heads a few decks up and repairs the variable frequency EM flux sensor::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  You do realize you could have put the TO to work cataloging the fecal samples don’t you ?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
XO_Hall: Confirmed. It is the Legacy signal.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> Neeson: Sir,  I just found a user profile that was added. It should be there.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Jackson: Get rid of it. Good work.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: Good idea...

TO_Booker says:
*CTO*: Yes, Sir!

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Nods and deletes the user profile::

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: But right now I don't know if that would be wise.

CSO_Rillian says:
@<w>*CEO*: Ryan knows I'm here.

XO_Hall says:
CO:  It has been confirmed.

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::closes his eyes and steps over to the lift, stepping aboard::  Sec:  they will want to secure engineering.......and retake the ship.  You ::points at an ensign::  Secure Main Engineering and seal the bay.  You ;:points at the other::  You're with me...

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Wonders why the Legacy would launch a comm probe:: XO: I'd suggest caution on this.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Rubs his eyes, and sits down in the center chair::

CO_Torbin says:
::Nods to the XO::

CMO_Endo says:
::Takes out a dermal regenerator and starts fixing up all of the cuts and such on his patient::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ *Rillian* ::W:: Can you block him... or something?  Wrap your head in tin foil?

AEO_Thumbelina says:
*XO*: The primary EM active scanning units have been replaced. you ability to use long range sensors should have increased.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO: It is either that to keep him from being underfoot or you actually do his physical ? ::shrugs and moves to her next patient::

FCO_TShara says:
CO: ETA 20 minutes at current speed.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Get a bone knitter to repair the  shattered bones and tissue damage::

XO_Hall says:
::Nods to Lt Anthony::  SO:  Always.  Good work on the sensors.  :;Grins and returns to his seat::

XO_Hall says:
*AEO*  Thank you.  Excellent work.

CMO_Endo says:
::Gives his patient a mild sedative and goes to the next::

CSO_Rillian says:
@<w>*CEO*: I was trying to block him.  His abilities, like mine are quite strong.  My best bet is to keep moving.  ::Heads out again trying to keep her position a secret from Ryan or at least keep him on the go::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
XO_Hall: Yes, sir.

CO_Torbin says:
FCO: Noted.  get in touch with the FCO of the Daedelus and coordinate our dropping from warp::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  :;Shakes his head, sighs, turns up the phaser and whispers to himself::  You shouldn’t have come.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Thinks hard about how to access the computers without the bridge noticing::

CO_Torbin says:
FCO: If possible I'd like to surround the Legacy...

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Goes to the hull breach and begins to aid the crews in the final stages of primary hull closure::

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

OPS_NVret says:
CO: Sir, I cannot guarantee that the energetic storms of the Briar Patch will not collapse our primary energy distribution network.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Heads down the JT away from where she senses Ryan is.  Phaser in hand set on stun::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  I was notified that  four what we can tell the last of the reds are coming in . The rest seem to be yellows.

CO_Torbin says:
OPS: Regardless, we have no choice but to go in.  SF wants the Legacy back, and these 4 ships are the only chance at accomplishing that...

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ *Rillian* ::W:: Keep close to power conduits.. your bio-signature will be masked.  They won't be able to lock onto you.  I'm gonna start plan B and mess them up.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Sits there, pondering::

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: That's the equivalent of a break right now.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Reviews weapons status::

OPS_NVret says:
CO: The logic is inescapable, Sir.

CSO_Rillian says:
@<w> *CEO*: I'll try, but no promises.  Good luck, Caleb.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
<Ens. Hopeful> @ Neeson: Sir... we're entering the Briar patch. ::Said as she pilots::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Scans next patients and sees they have already gone black and motions for orderlies to remove them, and goes to next one:: CMO:  This one needs the Or now...

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Brings up any reports on the Briar Patch to aid in the capture of the legacy::

FCO_TShara says:
@FCO of Daedelus: When we give the word we will drop from warp and surround the Legacy.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Nods at her::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Downloads it to a padd::

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: All right

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Break??  In the medical field?  I think you have been  working to hard  ::grins::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Grabs the Chip reader from the tool kit and heads for the nearest ODN Node::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE DAEDELUS REPLIES AFFIRMATIVE

TO_Booker says:
::Waits outside sickbay::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Looks at Jefferies:: Jefferies: Anyone else out there on scans?

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Sticking to the conduits as much as possible, trying to keep away from Ryan.  Can sense him searching for her::

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I think you're right ::grins:: So you want to take this one?

OPS_NVret says:
::Attempts to tap into the telemetry from the Legacy's probe::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::And sends the information to the captain and XO's panel::

FCO_TShara says:
CO: We have an affirmative from the Daedelus, Sir.

CO_Torbin says:
::Nods at the FCO::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> Neeson: No sir. The Patch is messing up scans. I'll continue.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Completes the final stages of hull closure.. The work a bit rugged under the circumstances.  Extra force fields are put in place and new crews are assigned to begin secondary hull repair and systems replacements::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Gets to the node, lifts off the cover and sets to work finding the backup chips, when found destroying the programming on them.  Before moving to the next node along the conduit::

CO_Torbin says:
CTO/XO: Given the conditions in the Briar Patch.  Would you concur that shuttles are the best method of getting to the Legacy?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  So help me, when we find out who did this.. ::Through  gritted teeth,  starts deep tissue regeneration on  the patient::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Sensing a crew member stops and changes directions very quietly, still heading away from Ryan::

TO_Booker says:
Beta: All beta GO to TR1 and wait!

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CTO: Yes sir, to bad we do not have runabouts.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I'll help.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Mumbles a curse::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Heads to another near conduit and pauses for a moment::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Looks over at Jackson:: Jackson: What?

CMO_Endo says:
::Starts treating the various burns on the patient::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Looks up::  CMO:  With this patient?

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  A PHASER BEAM STREAKS OUT AND EXPLODES, SLICING A NEAT HOLE DEAD AHEAD OF KALYN

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: With whoever did this and this patient ::grins::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> Neeson: Two programs just disappeared entirely. Someone’s sabotaging us.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Sighs:: Jackson: Can you protect the other programs?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::grins::  CMO: Thank you ... :: goes back to work::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Stops in her tracks and begins to backtrack slowly phaser in hand::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Moves long the conduit... Taking out chips as he goes, smiling to himself::

XO_Hall says:
CO:  I know you are aware of this, Sir.  If we go into the Briar Patch, we must be careful of the Metreon Gas clouds.  If the Legacy is in there, the might ignite the gas causing a type of subspace tear.  ::thinks::  The shuttle would make it easier and they can be hidden better.

Host LtRyanRillian says:
ACTION:  ANOTHER BLAST FOLLOWS, THEN ANOTHER, SLOWLY FOLLOWING KALYN DOWN THE CONDUIT

CMO_Endo says:
::Gives the patient a few cc’s of Kelotane and some Dermaline gel::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Keeps backing away as quickly as she can stretching out to see if it’s Ryan::

CO_Torbin says:
::Nods to the XO while thinking::  FCO: Contact the shuttle bay and have them ready all shuttles for boarding..

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Finishes the last node on this length of conduit.. six in total::  Self: Time to move.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> Neeson: I'll try sir.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Returns to the bridge and activates the engineering console. Re-checking the readings::

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@  ::Begins moving vertically up five decks::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  That should stabilize this patient.

CSO_Rillian says:
@<w> *CEO*: Caleb, I'm in trouble.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Just  a whole bunch more to go.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Says to self:: This is out of control.

FCO_TShara says:
*Shuttlebay:  Have all shuttles ready for boarding.

CO_Torbin says:
COM: Daedelus: I suggest you have your strike force ready shuttles/runabouts for boarding.  If the Legacy is in the Briar Patch, transporting isn't a highly advised option..

CMO_Endo says:
::Gives the patient some Melorazine for a nice deep sleep::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ <w> *Rillian*  Where are you?

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I can't wait.

OPS_NVret says:
CO: Sir, I have analyzed the telemetry from the Legacy's probe.  The information is sloppily organized and truncated.  It appears as if the launch was conducted in haste.  Perhaps this is a reflect upon the hijackers overall organization.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Notices the port sensors are back up, but only to 85 %:: AEO: Good work.

TO_Booker says:
::Wait outside sickbay::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> Neeson: Sir, I have him on internal sensors! He's moving up decks.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Moves to next patient, badly broken arm with contaminated  compound fracture::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Nods to the SO and looks over the console.  Patching in a direct link to the engineering hull lateral sensor array::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Jefferies: Signal security to intercept him. They are permitted to terminate the hostile if necessary.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@  ::Gets up onto the fifth deck and practically hugs a conduit and moves along it::

CO_Torbin says:
OPS: We can hope, of course, another possible reason could be that Lt. Rillian, Lt. Tyfair, or both managed to get on the ship and sent that as a message to us.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> ::Nods and alerts security::

CSO_Rillian says:
@<w> *CEO*: Deck 15.  ::Tries to keep her wits about herself::

CMO_Endo says:
::Finds the next patient with 2nd degree burns all across his upper body::

OPS_NVret says:
::Looks thoughtful::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  A VOICE FILLS DECK 15, WHERE KALYN IS LOCATED, COMING ACROSS THE LOUD SPEAKER...THE LAST PHASER BLAST CREASES THE TUB, THE HIGH ENERGY GIVING A FLASH BURN TO KALYN'S CHEEKS

Host Steve says:
Loudspeaker:  Stop

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Pulls back putting her hand to her cheek and wincing. Returns fire::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@  <w> *Rillian*  I'm on 11.. Crap... I passed you by.  Time for distraction...

TO_Booker says:
::Waits outside sickbay::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
SO: I believe I can increase our sensor sensitivity by linking the the undamages side engineering array to the forward deflector..

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Shuttles are ready sir.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE PHASER BLAST STREAKS OUT AND NARROWLY MISSES HER INTENDED TARGET.

CO_Torbin says:
FCO: Excellent, have someone handle assigning pilots to each of them, saving one for yourself to pilot..

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO: I think we can handle this IF you want to get the TO  out from underfoot

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Fires again::

TO_Booker says:
::Sits down outside of sickbay::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
AEO_Thumbelina: Good. hopefully that will fill in that gap if someone decided to exploit it.

CMO_Endo says:
::Treats the patient with Kelotane and Dermaline gel and prays that the next person isn't a burn victim::

FCO_TShara says:
CO; Aye sir.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: Very well

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Wipes the blood from her cheek on her sleeve::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Grabs his Plasma Torch and selects the inter deck control chip in a node, and fries it, sending a surge through every deck.. knowing the backups on most decks wouldn't be affected, but Deck 16, has a completely unprotected, uncontrolled conduit now that he destroyed a bunch of backups::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE STARTLED CONSPIRATOR FIRES BACK, NARROWLY CROPPING KALYN'S HEAD OFF, INSTEAD DESTROYING THE CONSOLE TO HER LEFT - IT EXPLODES, SENDING SLIVERS OF HOT SHRAPNEL INTO HER ARM, CHEEK AND SHOULDER


CMO_Endo says:
::Walks to the doors:: TO: Ok, you can come in now

AEO_Thumbelina says:
SO: There will be blind spots.. I am still attempting to remove them.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Checks TAC status::

TO_Booker says:
::Walks in ::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Hides a snicker but continues her work::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Cries out in pain::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> Neeson: Sir. We have problems sprouting up all over the place.

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Wiggle your fingers

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Growls:: Jefferies: Beam that one you're picking up to the brig, NOW!!!

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
AEO_Thumbelina: That still don't sound to good.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> ::Locks onto the CEO and beams him to the brig::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Keeps returning fire as much as she can::

XO_Hall says:
::Turns looking around::  CTO:  Where is Ens.  Booker?

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE LEGACY RUMBLES AS THE WHOLE OF DECK SIXTEEN EXPLODES - THE POWER NODES RUPTURED

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Lt. Jefferies: Then I want you to-- OOOF! ::Grips onto chair::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Hears a distant grumble as the power conduit begins destabilizing on deck 16, knowing it will take a good chunk of their transporter power::

TO_Booker says:
:: wiggles fingers::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Crouches down making herself as small a target as possible then falls to the ground from the explosion::

CO_Torbin says:
CTO: I want 2 security officer's armed with type 3 phaser rifles assigned to each shuttle..  pick your best men for the job, we will be taking the Legacy back..

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
XO: He was acting strangle so i had him report for a physical. Last thing we need is unfit tactical officer

AEO_Thumbelina says:
SO: it is better than what we have now.. ::looks at the console..:: I believe my modifications have detected something

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Reading off damage reports:: Deck 16 is gone sir.

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Okay, now I want you to tell me what you had for breakfast

Host LtRyanRillian says:
ACTION:  THE COPPERY TASTE OF BLOOD SLIPS INTO KALYNS MOUTH AS THE RUINED PART OF HER FACE BEGINS TO BLEED QUITE PROFUSELY....

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

TO_Booker says:
CMO: Did not have it, Sir!

FCO_TShara says:
CO: All shuttles assigned, Sir and waiting orders.

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Very well then, what's 2 plus 2?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Smirking::  Self:  And moving on...

XO_Hall says:
CTO:  ::Thinks strange::  Strange?  How so?

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  ONE OF KALYN'S SHOTS STRIKES THE YOUNG STORM CONSPIRATOR IN THE CHEST, AND HE FALLS TO THE DECK...INERT

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Swallows hard and realizes her left eye is growing quite swollen::

TO_Booker says:
CMO: It’s 4, Sir!

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Very good. You are physically and mentally fit and your memory is intact.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Wonders why the TO has to shout everything, but keeps her peace and distance , just working::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
XO: Orders being repeat.  Not able to complete sentences. Not sure why, but I felt it was best to have him report for a check up.

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Your physical is finished, You may go back to your superior officer

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  CALEB FEELS THE HAIRS ON THE BACK OF HIS NECK STAND.....SOON, THE WARM EMBRACE OF A TRANSPORTER BEAM GRIPS HIM

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Fires another shot making sure he is stunned out cold and heads back past him and down another JT sticking close to the conduits trying to focus::

TO_Booker says:
CMO: Thank you, Sir!

CMO_Endo says:
TO: Your welcome

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Leans back with a sigh::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Taps at the console:: SO: There was a large plasma eruption at 45.7 degrees to port of our current heading

CMO_Endo says:
TO: And tell the CTO that he's evil for me, will you?

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
CO: Security personal have been assigned.  Permission to join them?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::As he materializes he grabs the phaser, quickly sets it for random nuonic shifts and fires it at the forcefield in front of him::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Hopes this ship will be intact when this is done::

XO_Hall says:
CTO:  You are a tactical officer correct?

CMO_Endo says:
::Heads back to the patients grinning::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <3 Sec. in Brig> ::Aim rifles at CEO on max. stun and on wide fire::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
XO: Yes, Sir.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Finds a conduit and slumps next to it sensing to making sure neither Ryan nor anyone else is near::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Looks back at his console:: AEO: thank you.  Looks like something exploded and was very big. XO you might want to take a look at this.  

CO_Torbin says:
CTO: Since weapons are useless, go ahead

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <1 Measely Ensign> ::Frantically tries to find some power to keep the brig force-fields up::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE FIRST ROUNDS STRIKE A UNSUSPECTING SECURITY MEMBER OF THE LEGACY.  HIS COUNTERPART, HOWEVER, RETURNS FIRE, THE BEAMS CUTTING CALEB DOWN, KNOCKING HIM UNCONCIOUS

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I wish all physicals were that short.

TO_Booker says:
::Goes to TR1 and meet up with beta team::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  If you did them properly.  ::grins, joking::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Makes his way to the shuttle bay::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*TO*: Status?

TO_Booker says:
*CTO*: I’m now ready for duty!

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Puts the information up on the SCI console of the Plasma eruption::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <2. Sec.> ::Drag the either unconscious or dead sec. out:: Measely Ensign: Repair that force-field, and get something to keep him knocked out!!!!!

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Flies back a little, hitting his head on the Brig Bed, cutting his forehead::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Tries to remove some of the shrapnel from her arm.....Trying desperately to remain conscious even though she has lost a lot of blood::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*TO*:  Report to the bridge TAC over tactical

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I missed your presence in sickbay that past few weeks.  Good to have you back ::resets the bone of a screaming patient::

TO_Booker says:
*CTO*: All four Beta team is ready, Sir!

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Rides the TL to the shuttle bay::

Host LtRyanRillian says:
ACTION:  CALEB, OUTNUMBERED AND OUTGUNNED, GETS STUNNED INTO UNCONSCIOUSNESS

XO_Hall says:
CTO:  I see.  I was just wondering.  Sounds like you are a doctor.  excuse me.  ::walks over to SO::   SO:  What is it Lt.?

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> Neeson: We have him sir, reports coming in... male, possibly an engineer, he's out... took out one of our guys though.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
@ ::Blood quickly gushes from his cut forehead as he is blissfully unaware in unconsciousness::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Measely Engineer> ::Begins to work on keeping the force-field up, not noticing the CEO bleeding as he is::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
SO: I am picking up a series of particles similar to the composition of the Legacy's hull. I believe they have sustained heavy damage. Cause unknown.

CO_Torbin says:
Bridge/*CMO*/*CIV* As many of you know, we are going to be attempting to recapture the Legacy and given the conditions in the Briar Patch, ship weapons will be next to useless.  Therefore, we will be using shuttles to attempt to board and recapture the ship.

CO_Torbin says:
FCO: ETA to Legacy?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
XO_Hall: It looks like a large plasma explosion 45.7 degrees to our port side.

CMO_Endo says:
::Inserts a rectal probe into his next patient as the CO talks::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Struggles to keep her eyes open......her fingers growing cold......She gets up and keeps moving knowing that is her only chance not to go into shock......Decides to head to sick bay in hopes no one is there and she can get some medicine.::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Mumbles.  I don’t like the sound  of that::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
AEO_Thumbelina: That could be her. The Legacy.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Ens. Hopeful> Neeson: Engines are off-line sir.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Arrives in the shuttle bay...making sure all his personal are ready::

CMO_Endo says:
::Inserts it a little too far:: self: Damn. I don't like to hear that sort of thing

TO_Booker says:
BETA:  All, you ready?

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Sticking to the conduits heads to deck 10 to Sick bay::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Hey be careful!  I don’t think he wanted to swallow that thing and I don’t mean by mouth.

FCO_TShara says:
CO: ETA is 5 minutes to Legacy.

XO_Hall says:
SO:  ::Raises and eye brow as he sees the data::  Do you think it was an explosion from a ship?

TO_Booker says:
<BETA> TO: ready sir!

CMO_Endo says:
::Looks down:: self/CIV: Oops

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Measely Ensign> ::Gets a dermal regenerator, while not being as non-caring as the other officers, he moves in and repairs the cut, ignoring the blood spill, and leaves him lying there, afraid,  exits, and raises the force-field again, making sure he took all available phasers and tools with him that the CEO dropped::

CMO_Endo says:
::Tries to get it out::

FCO_TShara says:
CO: That ETA is via shuttle sir.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE OTHER VESSELS MOVE IN AROUND THE LEGACY, KEEPING A SAFE DISTANCE

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
XO_Hall: From what i know that if a good possibility, Sir.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Finding it hard to climb, but continues to focus....Making her way to deck 10::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> Neeson: Uh... sir... I may be wrong... but... I think we're surrounded.

CMO_Endo says:
::Really glad he's wearing gloves::

CO_Torbin says:
::Nods to FCO::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Turns:: Jefferies: Please tell me it's not-- <Lt. Jefferies> It is.

XO_Hall says:
SO:  I agree.  Good work.   If it is the Legacy can you locate where the damage was exactly?

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Pales:: Perfect.

TO_Booker says:
::Goes to the TL:; TL: bridge!

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Slowly pulls out her tricorder to see if there's anyone in Sick bay::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Satisfied his men are ready and gives the mount up command and the security personal head of to their shuttles::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
XO_Hall: If the CSO, and CEO are on the ship this would be one way of getting our attention.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
SO: I am detecting.. ::stares at the console:: attempting to confirm.. Deck 16 has been destroyed on the Legacy.

CO_Torbin says:
Bridge/*CMO*/*CIV* Team Assignments are as follows:  Gold Squad will be commanded by myself and will consist of Lt. Saxona, Ensign's T`Shara and Booker, and Doctor Endo.

TO_Booker says:
::Get to bridge ::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Feels a new presence nearer::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ *ALL DECKS* We are now surrounded by the enemy. Prepare for possible boarding. You have permission to fire to kill. I repeat... FIRE TO KILL.

CMO_Endo says:
::Finally removes the rectal probe as the CO speaks::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Nods to the AEO:: AEO: Thank you.

CSO_Rillian says:
@~~~~XO: Will?  Can you hear me?~~~~

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Shaking somewhat::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  I guess that's us ::Goes to find an extra kit and double packs it ::

CO_Torbin says:
Bridge/*CMO*/*CIV* Bronze Squad will be commanded by Commander Hall and will consist of Commander vonRoth, Ensign N`Vret, and Lt. Anthony..

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: At least we aren't paired with vonRoth

FCO_TShara says:
::Looks at CO and gets up from the CONN station.::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  FROM THE DARKNESS OF THE BRIARPATCH, A FIFTH VESSEL SLIPS FROM THE DARKNESS - IT IS AN EXCELSIOR CLASS, THE VENERABLE USS MINOTAUR - SHE SWINGS ABOUT AND FIRES ON THE REUBEN JAMES BEFORE SLIPPING BACK INTO THE CLOUDS OF THE BRIAR PATCH

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
CO_Torbin: Aye, Sir.

TO_Booker says:
CTO: Sir reporting as ordered, Sir!

CO_Torbin says:
Bridge/*CMO*/*CIV* Report to the shuttle bay immediately to receive equipment.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Nope both of us have the TO Nope.

CO_Torbin says:
*Ryan* Lieutenant Commander Ryan, report to the bridge

CMO_Endo says:
::Takes a med-kit and takes off his operating gear and leaves sickbay::

XO_Hall says:
::Nod to CO::  CO:  Lt. Anthony has reported an explosion...  Kaly???

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Notices something on the sensors for a moment:: To self: What was that?

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Knocks the side of her tricorder and scans Sick bay again::

FCO_TShara says:
::Gets up from the CONN station and heads to the TL for shuttle bay.::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
AEO_Thumbelina: Did you catch anything on your sensors around the Reuben?

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> ::Smiles:: There's another ship out there. I think it's with us, sir.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Looks around the bridge:: XO: I have located Lt. Tyfair, Commander. 

CSO_Rillian says:
@~~~~XO: Will, I'm onboard the Legacy.~~~~

XO_Hall says:
~~~~CSO:  Kaly?~~~~  CO:  Sir, Lt. Rillian has contacted me telepathically.

FCO_TShara says:
::Enters the TL.:: Computer: Shuttlebay.

CMO_Endo says:
::Heads to the TL::

XO_Hall says:
~~~~CSO:  WE are on our way.  Hold on.!~~~~  CO:  She says she is on the legacy.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Sensing when the person is unaware and has their back turned bursts out, firing point blank.

CO_Torbin says:
::Stands up and spins:;  XO: What did you say?

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> Can we get weapons online?

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE REUBEN JAMES PEELS OFF TO PURSUE THE MINOTAUR

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Leaves sick bay for the shuttle bay::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ Lt. Jackson: Can we get weapons online?

CSO_Rillian says:
@~~~~XO: WIll, I'm hurt....I'm having trouble staying awake~~~~

OPS_NVret says:
::Assigns out equipment to the AT’s from OPS; prepares to sign over the station to his replacement::

TO_Booker says:
::On the bridge ::

FCO_TShara says:
::Exits the turbolift into the shuttlebay.::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Trying so hard to concentrate and focus.....if finding it difficult as her shoulder and arm of her uniform are soaked in blood.

XO_Hall says:
CO:  It is Kaly...Lt. Rillian.  she is on the....Legacy....and she is hurt.  Severely I think.  She says she is having trouble staying awake.  He have to move fast sir.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE BEAMS PASS THROUGH THE EMH, WHO LOOKS AROUND ANNOYED.  AS KALYN STUMBLES INTO SICKBAY, THE COLD METAL OF A PHASER RIFLE BARREL GETS PRESSED AGAINST THE RIGHT SIDE OF HER HEAD.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Notices the Ruben has stopped her pursuit of the Legacy:: CO: The Ruben is breaking off and heading else where, Sir.

CMO_Endo says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Shuttlebay

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Primary function non-compliant.  Attempting to compensate. Access the transporters and begins to attempt to establish a lock on the CEO::

TO_Booker says:
CTO: Sir, reporting as ordered!

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
:: with CMO in TL::

CO_Torbin says:
XO: Then let's get this show on the road..  COMM: Daedelus: Prepare any boarding parties from your force for launch..

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Falls to her knees trying to stay conscious::

XO_Hall says:
~~~~CSO:  What is your position on the Legacy?~~~~

OPS_NVret says:
::Impassively leaves his station, enters a TL and heads for the TL and the shuttlebay::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  Kalyn:  I told you....You shouldn’t have come.

CO_Torbin says:
::Looks around the bridge and motions for any remaining AT members to follow him as he quickly walks into the TL and heads down to the SB::

CSO_Rillian says:
@~~~~XO: Will, I'm caught.  I have a rifle pointed at my head.  I'm in Sick Bay~~~~

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I wonder what we'll find on the Legacy....

LtRyanRillian says:
@  Kalyn:  Please.....drop the phaser

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Looks up at her brother with her good eye:: Ryan: Don't do this. ::Swallows hard::

XO_Hall says:
CO:  She is in Sickbay and she has a rifle pointed at her.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  That's easy. Trouble.  and with a capital T no doubt.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Heads to the TL:: AEO: Keep an eye on the Ruben.  Something just doesn't seem right here.

FCO_TShara says:
::Looks to the CIV and CMO and enters the shuttle.::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*XO*: Our shuttle is ready sir

OPS_NVret says:
::The energy of the moment bypasses N'Vret as the TL descends::

CSO_Rillian says:
@Ryan: You don't have to do this,  Please.

LtRyanRillian says:
@  Kalyn:  I said DROP the damn phaser ::Arms the rifle::

CMO_Endo says:
::Exits the TL now that it's at the SB::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ *Ryan* What is your status, have you found your sister?

XO_Hall says:
*CTO*  I am on my way.  ::Heads to the Shuttle Bay quickly::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Enters the TL with the other AT::XO: The Ruben broke off its pursuit of the legacy just as we moved in.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Drops the phaser::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Exits into the shuttle bay::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
*XO*:Aye sir..begin the preflight and get it fired up

CO_Torbin says:
::Enters the shuttle piloted by the FCO::  *Shuttle Pilots* Report in once your shuttle has everyone onboard.

OPS_NVret says:
::Enters the shuttle bay and silently appraises his team::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Begins reading the shuttle for take off::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  *XO*  Yes........  ::Helps Kalyn up onto a biobed::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Establishes a Transporter lock on the CEO and remotes the function of cargo bay one transporters to beam him back::

TO_Booker says:
*CTO*: Sir reporting as ordered sir on the bridge, Sir!

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ *Ryan* Bring her to the bridge please.

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Lies on the biobed trying to focus:: Ryan: What are you going to do?

OPS_NVret says:
::Arms himself and sets the phaser at heavy stun, enters his shuttle::

CMO_Endo says:
::Waits by the shuttles::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  *XO*  She is wounded sir...and needs medical attention......

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ *Ryan*: And remove her comm-badge, we can't have her being taken away from us.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Waits for the CO and  TO::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::exits the TL and heads for the shuttle bay grabing phaser and tricorder and enters one of the shuttle crafts::

FCO_TShara says:
::Begins preflight procedures.::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::Looks at her combadge and frowns, taking it::

CO_Torbin says:
::Grabs a phaser rifle, sets to max stun, and checks the rest of his gear::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ *Ryan* And we'll be wounded and needing medical attention if we don't do something about it. Bring her to the bridge. You can give her attention later.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Checks gear while waiting::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Can't even move her arm to try to keep him from taking it::

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Sir beginning preflight procedures.

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::Looks at Kalyn::  I'm sorry.....::swings her up over his shoulder, leaving, turning off the EMH as he does::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Checks his body armor...and places his assault helmet on...then checks the power level's on his type III Phaser rifle, type II hand phaser and type I backup phaser...he then checks his extra power clips::

CO_Torbin says:
::Looks around the shuttle and sees the CIV, TO, and CMO as he nods to the FCO::

OPS_NVret says:
::Ponders the possibility of flooding the ship with anestizine gas to settle the issue without blood shed::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Appears on the cargo bay one transporter pad::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Takes sat straps in and nods with hint of smile to the CO::

CMO_Endo says:
::Jumps into the shuttle::

XO_Hall says:
::Enters the shuttle bay and picks up his weaponry.::  CTO:  Every one here?

CSO_Rillian says:
@::As Ryan puts her over his shoulder, she slips from consciousness going into shock from her wounds::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Wonders if the CO and XO heard about the Ruben James::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Confirms the transport:: *CMO*: meet me in cargo bay one.. there is an injured officer present

OPS_NVret says:
::Looks over at the CTO and wonders about his emotional state::

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
XO: We ready sir...all system go.

CMO_Endo says:
*AEO*: Can another doctor go? I have AT duties starting about now.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::leaves the bridge and heads for the cargo bay::

FCO_TShara says:
*Claymore*: Ready to disembark on your mark.

CO_Torbin says:
*Away Team*: All away team personnel, this is the Captain.  The vessel were are about to board is a Starfleet vessel and many of the traitors onboard are likely to be in Starfleet uniform.  Regardless of this, failure to recapture the ship is not an option..  As a last resort only, deadly force is authorized, but I repeat, only as a last resort.

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::arrives on the bridge, after giving Kalyn a quick Plasma infusion from the quick infuser in the lift::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
*CMO* the CEO has been returned to the ship from the Legacy.

CO_Torbin says:
*Away Team*: Good luck and may the prophets be with you..  ::Motions for the FCO to proceed as soon as clearance is given::

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Begins to stir again feeling herself slipping back into semi-consciousness::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Turns to look at Ryan:: Ryan: Hold her steady, bring her over here. ::Turns:: Hopeful: Open a hailing channel to those ships!

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
#::Sets his phaser to full stun settings::

TO_Booker says:
::Runs to the TL :: TL :the shuttle bay!

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Ens. Hopeful> ::Does so, hoping the signal can get through::

CMO_Endo says:
::Jumps out of the shuttle:: CO: The CEO is in cargo bay one

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Exits the TL and heads for the cargo bay.. opening the doors via remote from down the hall::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::The measly ensign didn't do a good job, and Caleb's forehead begins bleeding again.. ::

LtRyanRillian says:
@   ::Sets his sister down at the EO station and looks at his sister, eyes narrowing and looking right in her eyes::  Tell our family...........I'm sorry.................

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Establishes, with what little power is left, a force-field around the bridge so they can't be beamed out::

TO_Booker says:
*CO*: On my way, Sir!

OPS_NVret says:
::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: Sir, what is our objective in this assault? Are we to secure any station on the Legacy?

CMO_Endo says:
CO: Should I go or should I send someone else? He's injured.

CSO_Rillian says:
@Ryan: You can tell them yourself....<w> Give yourself up, Please.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ COM: Claymore and other ships: Federation Task force, this is Commander Jonathan Neeson of the U.S.S. Legacy. Stand down, I repeat, STAND down.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Motions for Ryan to bring his sister onto the screen::

CO_Torbin says:
::Watches as the CMO jumps up::  CMO: Your decision, but make it quickly.

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::mouths::  Its too late for that  ::stands, palming a type I phaser and turns to face Neeson::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Hurries to the CEO's side and sees the red blood.. and blinks for a moment:: self: he is leaking internal regulating fluids.. I need a medical kit, accessing LCARS medical database.. ::spots a kit on the wall and gets it::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CO:  What is the status of what we are going into?

FCO_TShara says:
CO: We have received clearance, Sir.

CMO_Endo says:
CO: What do you think the chances are that the CSO is hurt?

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Looks at the XO:: CO: Sir, did the CO tell you what part of the ship we where suppose to secure?

TO_Booker says:
::Gets to the Shuttle bay::

CSO_Rillian says:
@~~~~Ryan, it's never to late.  You're my twin and I love you.  Please.~~~~

CO_Torbin says:
CMO: I know she is hurt, how badly is unknown..  Now you staying or going doctor?

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ COM: Claymore and other ships: Reply NOW.

Host LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::raises the weapon and fires::

CMO_Endo says:
::Jumps back into the shuttle:: *AEO*: I'm sorry, I'll send Doctor Payne.

TO_Booker says:
CO: Sir, reporting as ordered Sir!

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Pulling out the dermal regenerator and a clotting agent... ::cleans the wound while running a medical scan on the CEO::

CMO_Endo says:
*AEO*: He's just as good as me.

CO_Torbin says:
::Seals hatch::  FCO: Then get us on that ship!

XO_Hall says:
CTO:  Not as of yet.  I am about to contact him.  *CO*  Hall to Torbin.

Host Steve says:
ACTION;  THE BEAM CATCHES NEESON IN THE MIDDLE OF HIS BACK, LIFTING HIM UP OFF THE DECK AND THROWING HIM FORWARD AGAINST THE HELM/OPS STATION, KNOCKING HIM OUT

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ ::Is out::

CMO_Endo says:
*Dr. Payne*: Report to cargo bay 1

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CO:  The CSO hurt?  We need to get me to her.  She needs help.

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Aye sir.

CO_Torbin says:
<Ryan>  ::ignoring the Legacy per Captain Torbin's orders::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Ens. Hopeful> ::Screams and drops back:: <Lt. Jackson and Jefferies> ::Look in surprise::

FCO_TShara says:
::Opens outer bay doors and heads out.::

CO_Torbin says:
*XO* Go ahead

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::gives the CEO a mild stimulant to wake him.. and begins the seal the injury:: CEO: Chief.. chief.. can you respond?

Host Steve says:
ACTION: RYAN WHIRLS, FIRING AGAIN, HITTING THE OFFICER NEAREST TO HIM, TURNING HIS ATTENTION TO JACKSON AND JEFFERIES

CMO_Endo says:
*Dr. Payne*: The CEO is injured.

CMO_Endo says:
<Dr. Payne> *CMO*: Acknowledged

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson and Jefferies> ::Raise their hands up in the air:: WE surrender!

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Looks for a phaser.....desperately trying to concentrate and focus::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Eyes still closed::  Thumbelina: Deck 11...

XO_Hall says:
*CO*  Sir my team is ready.  What part of the Legacy should my team focus on?

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Realizing the rest surrendered leans back in the chair just trying to stay conscious::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Fades back into unconsciousness::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
CEO: Sir? you are on the Claymore.. I.. I don't understand.

CO_Torbin says:
*XO*: Engineering..  We're going for the bridge..  Once you secure main engineering, find Lt. Rillian and we will do the same from the bridge

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::points weapon at Jefferies::  Lower the forcefield...and signal our surrender

AEO_Thumbelina says:
*CO*: Attention sir.. Commander Tyfair has indicated deck 11

CO_Torbin says:
*AEO* Did he say what was on deck 11?

TO_Booker says:
:: Goes to beta team go all ready ::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> Ryan: Uh... I can lower the forcefield... but, uh, as for the surrender... you, uh, know the others will go out fighting...

AEO_Thumbelina says:
*CO*: Negative, Sir.

XO_Hall says:
*CO*  Aye sir,  Hall out.

CMO_Endo says:
<Dr. Payne> ::Heads to cargo bay 1::

FCO_TShara says:
CO: Approaching the Legacy sir.

LtRyanRillian says:
@  Then flood the damn decks with Anesthezine gas

CSO_Rillian says:
@::From the engineering panel locks out the bridge from anyone else::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
#::Prepares for boarding procedures:: XO: Ready.  ::Raises phaser for point action::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> Ryan: Uh... I think the Anesthezine system is out... I can check...

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::Tries to revive the CEO again.. continuing to learn from the computer how to perform medical first aid::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::Points at Jackson::  Signal the Federation ships there that we surrender.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Wakes up::  Thumbelina:... what?....

CO_Torbin says:
*Away Team*: Be sure to use the breathers...  they may elect to flood the ship with gas..

AEO_Thumbelina says:
CEO: Sir.. what is on deck 11?

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Just stares, unsure:: <Ens. Hopeful> ::Trying not to cry, doesn't want to go to jail:

CMO_Endo says:
CO: Aren't you being a bit paranoid sir?

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Weakly:: Ryan: The bridge is locked out.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
Thumbelina:  Unstable systems..

CMO_Endo says:
CO: Surely they wouldn't do that

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO: Are you kidding ? :: grins::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
Thumbelina:.. Now I'm going back to sleep...

Host LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::Sets phaser to level 5::  Jackson:  you do it now, or I'll find a replacement

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Wanna bet :: puts her on::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
:Nods:: *CO*: deck 11 contains unstable systems. The CEO is awake if you wish to speak to him.

CO_Torbin says:
::Grabs his rifle and moves near the hatch fully intent on forcing his way up to the bridge::  CMO: Doctor, if I was a traitor on a ship like the Sovereign and knew I was about to be boarded by what is likely to be a larger force, I would certainly flood the ship with gas after outfitting myself with a breather.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Attaches a breather to his Hemet::

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: I like to hope that other Federation officers are honorable and won't do something like that to other Federation officers

CO_Torbin says:
CMO: Then systematically eliminate the unconscious boarders.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Checks kit and  phaser rifle::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
CEO: But chief..

CMO_Endo says:
CO: Very well sir

CMO_Endo says:
CO: But what about phasers?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
Thumbelina:...whaaat?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
#::Grabs a rebreather from the closet and puts it on::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
CEO: Sir.. we need you right now.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CMO:  Heh..  You wouldn't have lived log during the occupation ::moves out::

TO_Booker says:
*CO*: Where do you need beta team, sir?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
Thumbelina:  ... for... what?

FCO_TShara says:
::puts on a rebreather and prepares to exit the shuttle.::

CO_Torbin says:
::Turns back around and rolls eyes at the naiveté of some SF officers::  CMO: What about them?  TO: Take your team and go to deck 11.  Mr. Tyfair mentioned it, I need you to see what is there.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Sighs, and opens a signal:: COM: Federation Ships: This is the U.S.S. Legacy, we signal that we WILL NOT SURRENDER! *ALL DECKS* Ryan's trying to take over!

CMO_Endo says:
::Puts on a breather and picks up a phaser::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
CEO:  We have sustained heavy damage to the sensors.. Rillian is still missing and the Captain is off ship.

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> ::Looks in surprise at Jackson::

CMO_Endo says:
CO: I'm taking one, if that's all right

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
:: checking  the area for threats::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::blasts Jackson::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
#::Is at the front door of the shuttle craft:: XO: Ready when you are?

XO_Hall says:
::Gets breather and raises weapon::  My Team:  We are going to Engineering.

OPS_NVret says:
::Wears a rebreather::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jackson> ::Is killed and hurled back::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Ens. Hopeful> ::Screams again::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::motions to Hopeful::  Signal our surrender

LtRyanRillian says:
@ Hopeful: NOW

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Wakes up:: Thumbelina:  Kalyn?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
#::Nods to the XO::

CO_Torbin says:
::Turns on breather and opens the hatch rolling out and scanning for targets::

FCO_TShara says:
@::Prepares to open the hatch.::

TO_Booker says:
beta: All, we are going to deck 11 and wait for the CO

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Ens. Hopeful> ::Crying now, does so:: COM: ALL ships: *Sniff* This is... *Sniff* ... the Legacy... *Sniff* ... w-we... *Sniff* surrender.

CMO_Endo says:
CIV: Do you think we'll live through this?

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Ens. Hopeful> COM: ALL ships: I repeat... w-w-we surrender. *Sniff*

AEO_Thumbelina says:
CEO: still missing

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
XO: Shall I take the lead?

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
::Readies himself:

TO_Booker says:
::Goes to deck 11::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::As moves out::  CMO:  Have faith we will, beside the captain still owes me dinner ::follows the CO out::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
*Torbin* Captain.. this is Lieutenant Tyfair.  Hit deck 11 with anything like phaser fire and it will blow...

FCO_TShara says:
@::Follows the CO with rifle in hand.::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::leans over and activates the Anesthezine gas::

CMO_Endo says:
@::Goes out phaser ready::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
@::Over hears:: CO:  and  we have trigger have security guys down there?

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THOSE STORM PEOPLE IN POSITION SUCUMB TO THE GAS BEFORE THE CLAYMORE TEAMS REACH THEM

CO_Torbin says:
<Ryan> *CO* Captain, the Legacy is signaling surrender..

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Beginning to feel cold again....and tries to concentrate......softly:: Ryan: Thank you.  I'm proud to be your sister.

CO_Torbin says:
@::sees no one worth stunning as he hears Tyfair and Jack Ryan seconds later::  *CEO* Noted..

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
#::Watches as the hatch opens to reveal the inner part of the legacy and moves forward with phaser in hand::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Entrenched Storm officers> ::Are going to fire at the heads of the CO and the invading crew, but since some higher power is looking out for them, they are out before they can fire::

OPS_NVret says:
@::Moves out cautiously::

LtRyanRillian says:
@ Kalyn:  I told you that you shouldn’t be here............  ::begins tending to her wounds as best he can::

CMO_Endo says:
@CO: What's the plan, sir?

TO_Booker says:
beta: You two her and you two her.

AEO_Thumbelina says:
CEO: You should report to sickbay for repairs..

CO_Torbin says:
@TO: Mr. Booker, secure this deck..  ::motions for the rest of gold squad to follow him to the bridge::

XO_Hall says:
@CTO: No.  Secure the area.  Meet me in Main Engineering.  Take Ens. N’Vret with you.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
@::follows CO::

CMO_Endo says:
@CO: fair enough ::follows the CO::

LegacyXO_Neeson says:
@ <Lt. Jefferies> ::Heads over to sit with the sobbing Ens. Hopeful::

FCO_TShara says:
@::Follows the CO to the bridge.::

TO_Booker says:
@CO: Yes sir!

CSO_Rillian says:
@::Trying to smile, but only one side of her face responds:: Ryan:  I had no choice.  You know that.

CTO_CMDR_vonRoth says:
@XO: Aye, sir ::Signals for OPS to fall in with him::

LtRyanRillian says:
@  ::After tending to her wounds, makes sure the forcefield is down, and puts his phaser on the deck, sitting by the lift::

CO_Torbin says:
@::Starts the 10 deck climb up to the bridge growing ever more ticked off::

TO_Booker says:
::Start to secure this deck::

OPS_NVret says:
@::Moves to cover the eager CTO::

XO_Hall says:
@SO:  You and I will take Main Engineering.  Are you up for it?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
Thumbelina:  Help me up.  What's our status?

FCO_TShara says:
@::Continues to the bridge rifle in hand.::

CMO_Endo says:
@::follows the CO::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
@:: right on the CO’s heels::

AEO_Thumbelina says:
::lifts the CEO up easily:: CEO: warp capability is at 68%, sensors are at 79% and the primary hull has been sealed 

Host Steve says:
-@-@-@-@-  END EPISODE 16 -@-@-@-@-



